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E D I T O R I A L

Ar Anand Palaye

Ar Anand Palaye
Chairman - Publication Board & Executive Editor,

JIIa

Dear Fellow Architects and readers

We are pleased to present a collection of papers and 
articles on subjects that are inseparable from our 

social fabric and of course architecture.

Over the past century, the mankind’s excessive dependence 
on automated transportation is proving a major disruptor 
to our entire lifestyle in general.

It is clear that we now need to modify urban spaces that 
will enable and encourage movement of people and goods 
more efficiently and in a healthier way. That in turn will 
certainly improve the quality of life for all. Ar. Akanksha 
Wakhare, a Masters student of Urban Design from 
Kamala Raheja Vidyanidhi Institute for Architecture and 
Environmental Studies, Mumbai presents an interesting 
case study on Jaipur city by suggesting design interventions 
for reclaiming the streets for people.

Landscape architecture, an important branch of 
architecture dealing with the environmental, economic 
and lifestyle effects of spaces and how they help improve 
the overall living conditions is very well conceptualised in 
the article researched by Ar. Divya Saini and Ar. Varun Saini, 
both Post Graduates and alumnus of School of Planning 
and Architecture, New Delhi in their dissertation on 
Landscape Architecture as a profession and its relevance to 
the Society, which highlights the aesthetics while providing 
with a natural habitat that promotes healing and positivity.

Ar. Chintan Shah’s poetic photo feature hits out at the 
banes of urban grunge we face today and its disastrous 
impact leading to climate change and global warming.

School buildings are an integral part in the formal education 
of a student. They need to be designed and constructed 
in such a way that it helps enhance the potential of each 
student and boost the learning process. The “Guru-
Shishya” team from BKPS College of Architecture, Pune, Ar. 
Dr. Parag Narkhede, HOD and Ar. Gayatri Desai, a Masters 
student, have written an interesting paper on relationship 
between the architectural design of a Military School and 

its academic programme while highlighting the key issues 
of security, accessibility, aesthetics, cost-effectiveness, 
functionality, and sustainability in designing the project. 

India has nearly one-third of the world's differently abled 
population, almost half of its blind population and the  
second highest elderly population. Furthermore, people 
with temporary conditions such as pregnancy, persons 
carrying heavy loads, accidental injuries, health related 
disablements and children in general are often seriously 
threatened by the urban environment that we, as a society, 
have created. If residential facilities, hospitals, healthcare, 
educational institutions and workplaces cannot be easily 
reached by people then a severely hostile, exclusionary 
environment is thrust upon general users. Final Year 
Architecture student Nidhi Jindal from MBM College of 
Architecture, Jodhpur has examined various issues related 
to Barrier free accessibility for differently abled people in 
her well researched paper.

We are also pleased to present four young architects 
as winners of the coveted “IIA Merit Award”, which is 
given annually to students who clear all four parts of IIA 
examination in their very first attempt. The entire Team IIA 
congratulates them on their accomplishment.

Animish Thaker, a publisher by profession and a keen 
observer has shared his experience of visiting a classic 
example of a self-sustaining unit that helps local women 
in attaining sustainability in their own lives, situated 
at Chakauri, Tehsil Berinag in Pithoragarh district of 
Uttarakhand.

I am positive that our discerning readers will find these 
collections of papers and dissertations covering a wide 
variety of subjects integral to architecture and therefore 
make interesting reading.
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P R E S I D E N T ' S   M E S S A G E

Ar Divya Kush
President,

The Indian Institute of Architects

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Ar Divya Kush

Dear Friends,

Warm Greetings,

I am very happy to note that for sometime we are receiving a large number of very creative 
projects and research papers from the younger generation of Architects. I hope and encourage 
the young Architects to continue to enrich the quality and content of our Journal with their 
creative inputs.

In this issue of the Journal, we are also giving recognition to our IIA students who have been 
awarded IIA Certificate of Merit for having cleared all parts of IIA examination for Associate 
Membership of IIA in their 1st attempt. The remaining recipients of this award shall be given 
recognition in the forthcoming issues of JIIA. My heartfelt congratulations to all the awardees.

This issue of the Journal covers interesting topics which include Street for People, Landscape, a 
poem on Urban Issues, Academics, a Dissertation on Barrier Free Paradigm and last but not the 
least a very thought provoking paper on Sustainable and Eco-friendly practices in Architecture 
by Animish,  a long time Associate of the Institute.

While extending a warm welcome to the Newly Elected Members of the Institute, I take this 
opportunity to congratulate the members of the newly formed Uttarakhand Chapter of IIA and 
its Kumaun Centre. I am certain the newly formed Chapter of IIA in the hill state will immensely 
contribute to the cause of the advancement of the Profession of Architecture. I wish them a 
very eventful and active future ahead.

I am sure that this issue will provide ample food for thought during the on coming Harvest 
season.
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Ar Akanksha J Wakhare - Email: wakhareakanksha@gmail.com

M.Arch.UD. Candidate, Semester IV, Kamla Raheja Vidyanidhi Institute for Architecture and Environmental 
Studies, Mumbai. 

As a student of Architecture and Urban Design, She has always has been fascinated by how space affects people. 
I strongly believe that it is the people that make places and in turn places make people.

Streets for People - Rediscovering the vibrancy

Rethinking movement and mobility in the walled city of 
Jaipur : A pilot case for Indian Cities

The cities we live in, experience dynamism due to the 
everyday human activities, festivals, carnivals and bazaars, 
giving them a character and identity. We live in cities, 
which are dominated by cars; where the cars are given 
importance over the pedestrians and the citizens. The 
streets are converted to roads, losing an important public 
realm of the city.

To bring back the concept of ‘Streets for the People’, it is 
necessary to reclaim these spaces converted to roads 
as a public realm. The cities should thus be designed for 
pedestrians and provide for the kinetics.

A pilot case of the old historic core of the city of Jaipur – 
a city with high cultural values and a tourist favourite, 
to demonstrate the way in which the public realm can be 
reclaimed in order to suit the city’s needs and foster and 
nurture the traditional way of life and culture.

City Planning, Mobility and Movement
Sawai Raja Jay Singh felt the need for shift of capital from 

Amber to a new city and hence the foundation of the city 
of Jaipur was laid in the year 1727. The king’s vision for the 
new capital was to make it a thriving trade centre and a 
commercial hub. Merchants and craftsmen were invited to 
the city and given free lands. Elephants, camels, horses and 
buffalos formed the primary modes of transport. City was 
defined via important axes, which further turned out to be 
important connectivity and mobility routes..

The city was initially planned on the principle of walkability. 
The east-west axis of the town was divided by three 
perpendicular roads into eight portions with the central 
ones of equal size and the outer ones as per the remaining 
dimensions. The city was divided into these nine blocks of 
800 mtrs x 800 mtrs each. Thus, reaching a secondary street 
from another one was a 10-minute-walk (800mtrs). Every 
block had first order streets around the block, flanged by 
commercial and market uses, the second order streets 
divided the block into smaller neighbourhood sectors which 
too were laid in grid iron pattern.

It was so designed that almost every important node was 
a 10-minute-walk away from every adjacent one. These 

 Influence of movement and mobility on planning of the city
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nodes were earlier used as amenity and public spaces. The 
central road from east to west was known as Rajmarg, whose 
primary function was movement of military troops. Along 
with Rajmarg, a few more streets were used for processions.

Every street had a certain character that gave identity to 
each one of them and differentiated them from the rest; 
usually in terms of its use.

Issues in the city
Just like any other Indian city, the walled city of Jaipur 
has similar problems with its mobility, movement and 
transportation. High pollution levels, traffic congestion, 
lack of parking, halting, low quality of public transport, 
multiple modes of transport creating delays and thus 
congestions are other issues to ponder upon. Though the 
city is categorized as an heritage city, it is facing serious 
threat to its identity by the development proposals in the 
pipeline. Out of the total traffic in the walled city, 18% 
forms the through traffic. The city uses non-motorized 
transport which equals to 31% of the total transportation, 
out of which 72% form the cycle rickshaws and bicycles 
and remaining 28% form the pedestrians. Majority of 
transportation mode being two wheelers which form as 
large as 74% of the total number of vehicles followed by 
15% comprising of cars. Traffic congestion persists even 
with 52% roads being 4-lane roads. 

Concept and Proposals 
The first and foremost step after studying the planning of the 
city, was to pedestrianize it. Pedestrianzing the city has lot 
many benefits in itself. As a transportation mode, walking is 
healthy for individuals and beneficial for the environment, 
tackling the issues of pollution, proving sustainable and 
allowing for exercise. Pedestrianization has social benefits 
like that of strengthening the community spirit and inducing 
and recreating social activities through interactions. It’ll 
further help in providing cities its identities through the lived 
space. The extra ordinaries hidden in the daily ordinaries are 
the ones providing dynamism to the static cities.

Types of pedestrians were identified for the streets under 
consideration, which categorised them into four types, each 
with their own needs and peculiarities.

Pedestrian type  
(Locals and Tourists)

Characteristics

Through Movement Fast movement. To pass without 
hindrances

Leisure Movement To pass time, social activities, 
maximum use of amenities. 

Halting and socializing

Shoppers Halting at intervals, need pause 
points and refreshment points

Workmen Use of street to reach a point in 
haste, avoids crowding

The complexities of the spontaneous everyday urbanism 
created by pedestrianization, contribute to the place specific 
urban experience and is a quintessential feature of the Indian 
contemporary cities.

Studying the history of the age old town and maintaining 
its individuality and characteristics and yet making it a city 
to compete with, was a challenge in itself which has been 
explored in this academic project. 

The current problems in the city are similar to the ones any 
other urban centres are facing. With growing tourism, the 
centre can act as an economic generator with providing for 
livelihoods and retaining age old crafts keeping the traditional 
techniques and traditions alive. All this can be adopted by a 
simple yet complex act of pedestrianizing the city, allowing 
for the informalities, thus providing a better quality of life. 
Streets, lanes and by lanes could be considered as the 
smallest social spheres of the city where social life saturates, 
people assert their agency to give social meanings, marked 

Figure 1 : Current mobility issues faced by the city apart from pollution

Figure 2 : Vibrant street character of Tripolia Bazaar and Choti Chaupad in 
1908 (Stereo-Travel Co.)

Type of pedestrians and their characteristics
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by reiterative social practices that enable place based urban 
experience (Friedmann,2010).

Providing for the kinetic fabric and landscape to evolve by 
enlivening the public domain, thus allowing for a humanising 
effect, making the urban less alien and more connected.

Proposed concepts for the walled city, Jaipur
• Equitable allocation of road space

• Promote mass transit and induce sustainable movement

• Promote private investments by public-private 
partnership

• Increase in parking fees to avoid private vehicles

• Removal of on-street parking. Time regulated traffic 
movement

• Levy of heavy taxes on e-bikes

• Provide incentives and subsidies to exchange petrol 
operated two wheelers to e-bikes

• Reduce variety in modes of transport to maintain speed 
and avoid congestion

• Commercial streets - forming a useful linkage between 
various activities of man

A sidewalk offers pedestrians enough space to walk at their 
chosen pace, stand, sit, socialize, or merely enjoy their 
surroundings. Wider sidewalks also offer more space for 
landscaping and amenities, making the streetscape more 
useful and attractive and also acting as a buffer between 
traffic and pedestrians. (https://www.sfbetterstreets.org/) 

The academic project thus focuses on how to make people 
walk and help them enjoy this activity much better, and 
make the city walking efficient; in turn solving movement 
issues in the city.

Sidewalks should accommodate a wide range of activities 
to encourage people to walk and make the experience 
interesting. Hence, informal shopping, open exhibition areas, 
amenities, small gathering spaces are designed; providing a 
mix of commerce, social interaction along with pure function 
to the streetscape.

Design
A porous street network has been evolved to achieve 
maximum efficiency in terms of walkability. Mass transit 
has been developed in such a way that the walled city is 
connected to the outer city along with the main spines acting 
as major city connectors. The feeder system allowed on 
certain roads reduces the traffic clutter and helps to establish 
last mile connectivity. Street sections have been developed 
to revive cultures and traditions, re-energize street life and 
the public realm in the city and support the transport and 
movement modes. The focus of design is people rather than 
vehicles. Treating nodes as multi volumes and creating a 

porous connective tissue in turn would help create urban 
fluidity and thus enhance the above concepts. 

Rethinking mobility in the City Spine
Enhancing pedestrian experience, reviving street activity, 
promoting mass transit and transit oriented development. 
Time based modal split being one of the ways to reduce 
multiple vehicular speeds. Providing last mile connectivity 
with the help of efficient IPT and public transport provision 
and management.  

S T R E E T S  F O R  P E O P L E ;  R E D I S C O V E R I N G  T H E  V I B R A N C y
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Figure 3 : Movement structure plan

Figure 4 : Tripolia Bazaar Road – Current Scenario On-street parking, 
unorganised hawking, halting, loading unloading of goods, multiple modal 
splits reducing speed all contributing to congestion. Shopping arcade are full 
of shop spill overs and hindrances. The connectivity to the street is highly 
reduced due to these chaotic circumstances 

Figure 5 : ‘The Street is where the Action is’ Activity programmed street 
to have carnivals twice a year in the period of November to February to 
promote community culture, social celebration and foster tourism.
The main city spine : Tripolia Bazaar road has been revived to continue 
the age old tradition of processions. The well  segregated lanes  that are 
designed, would  clearly distinguish the various zones during the carnivals. 

S T R E E T S  F O R  P E O P L E ;  R E D I S C O V E R I N G  T H E  V I B R A N C y
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A successful sidewalk is more than just a route for getting from 
point a to point b; it is also a place to abide, to meet others 
and participate in neighbourhood life. Urban sidewalks, 
as Jane Jacobs argued, are a city’s “most vital organs”, 
where people experience city life, enjoy neighbourhood 
rhythms and watch what goes on. Sidewalks thrive as multi-

Figure 6 : Tripolia Bazaar Road – Designed Scenario Creating opportunities 
in the public realm for the implementation of public art. Art installations, 
performances, vendors, and markets can improve the quality and 
identification of a public plaza, while engaging local artists, communities, 
and businessmen. Providing easy connectivity with the shopping arcade and 
vehicular ROW for mass transit. Lane segregated design strategy

Figure 8 : Design of Chauda Rasta - Morning Activities

use environments, not as pure pedestrian thoroughfares 
(Loukaitou-sideris, Ehrenfeucht  2018).

Connecting people through the creation of temporal 
landscape of carnivals, festivals, markets and cyclic events 
thus rediscovering the ephemeral and the mobile.

The movement and mobility design can largely dictate the urban 
tissue and support to create energized urban experiences. 
These city kinetics and coming together of the formal and 
informal are important attributes of place making in Indian 
cities that re-define urban theories in a contemporary way.

Figure 7 : Design of Chauda Rasta - Provision of halting aka drop off lane, 
easily accessible cycle parking and separate cycle lane and eco-medians  
with bio retention cells as green buffers throughout

Figure 9 : Design of Chauda Rasta - Night Activities. Fostering the existing 
night market and converting it into an eatery hub.
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Landscape Beyond The Greens
Landscape architecture as a profession and its perception to the society

Landscape architecture is inevitable when we talk of any 
architectural development, where Architecture is an entity 
and Landscape architecture is the “silent communicational 
bridge where how human beings act upon the nature.” Thus 
the concept of any architectural development is totally futile 
without landscape architecture.   

We should look forward to understand “Landscape beyond the 
green.” Landscape is not just representation on architectural 
drawings but is in direct relationship with the nature. It 
doesn’t mean that it is just simple green color on a rendered 
site plan which fulfills the requirement of client and byelaws 
to abide percentage of green cover. It should be understood 
that “Landscaping is not only understanding of the site or the 
context but more about its environment”. 

The limit of the landscape is beyond our thinking and 
perception. Because it contributes to the conception of creating 
an ambient environment which one lives and experience. As 
example, a river is an important integral part of many urban 
scenarios across the earth. Rivers are part of the landscape 
and they act as physical boundaries in consideration to Urban 
Design. In most cases they are urban edges of cities. In Indian 
context, they are part of the public realm for day to day socio 
- cultural activities, colloquially they are known as Ghats. 

They are not just Urban Edges but also epicenters of religious 
activities. These mixes of intangible and tangible entities 
comprise the association to banks of a river, irrespective of its 
location and context with the people who inhabit and respond 
to the river. 

Generally the focus on these elements are less while designing, 
rather it’s more on the aspects of beautification of the place. 
Yes, of course beautification is an important part of the 
landscape design process, but small things like the selection 
and placing of the vegetation plays the most critical role. The 
characteristics and the function of the vegetation enhance the 
value of the space. 

The landscape word has different respective meanings in 
relation to different fields of studies. Landscape architecture 
is one of the specialized fields of architecture which works in 
rationality with multiple disciplines related to designing while 
balancing the infrastructure and natural resources together. It 
contributes to every one’s day to day life. 

Landscapes are on other hand part of the urban ecosystem 
we live in. The urban cities today have green areas in form of 
various parks which are utilized by the citizens for recreation 
and other purposes. The parks are part of their daily life and 
they engage with the citizen.
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The context of these parks and green areas vary diversely from 
one another but the utility of these areas are almost similar in 
most cases. For example, the LODHI GARDEN is a major green 
area situated in Lutyen’s Delhi and has a huge influx of crowd 
each day. The historic context might be one of the significant 
reasons why it has a handsome number of citizens visiting 
each day, but one aspect which can’t be neglected is the 
diverse flora & fauna that the park inhabits. It is the ecological 
stratification which makes the garden a suitable habitat. 
Ecology is a system which runs in a cycle as ecology comprises 
of both the components i.e. biotic and abiotic. 

Thus ecology helps in providing comfort and pleasant 
environment. It regulates the temperature of the place and 
helps in the life cycle of the biotic species. Any construction 
impacts the site surroundings, the existing situation of people 
and mostly the existing vegetation. The landscape architect 
has an opportunity to mitigate the impact in collaboration with 
other disciplines of architecture and planning with sustainable 
techniques. 

Landscape architecture, deals with environment design and 
the discipline encompasses appropriate analysis, planning, 
design, management, and stewardship of the natural and 
built environments. The foundation of landscape architecture 

education and practice is the application of ecological 
sustainable design in the consideration to abiotic, biotic, and 
cultural features. 

India provides a variety of cultural amalgamation; it is also an 
exhibitor of several cultural landscapes. Many of these cultural 
landscapes have evolved based on its geographical location 
and topographical advantages 

These cultural landscapes also showcase a clear co-relationship 
of the built spaces and open areas with its surrounding natural 
resources. The Ghats of Varanasi, Nasik and Pushkar are just to 
name a few; the list goes on and gives us a clear image of our 

L A N D S C A P E  B E yO N D  T H E  G R E E N S

A scene from LODHI GARDEN, DELHI  - Credits: Author

Glimpses of Cultural Landscapes, the Ghats at Pushkar, Rajasthan - Credits: Author
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rich cultural landscapes. The built form is only a small part in 
the whole scenario; Whereas Landscape is a sensitive part of 
the built environment. Without integration of the landscape, it 
is difficult to say that the building is sustainable only through 
conventional architectural practice. Thus, it is easily relatable 
that landscape is an essential part of any infrastructural 
development. 

A Landscape Architect not only works on the beautification 
of the project but also explores how the infrastructure would 
work in coherence with nature and its ecology. Landscaping 
revolves around integrating the different disciplines of 
planning and designing together. It is essential to understand 
that the results of development play a vital role in regulating 
the urban environment. So it is necessary to have rationality 
between the built forms and the surrounding landscapes. 
Most contemporary international practices understand the 
role of a Landscape Architect and when it comes to large scale 
infrastructural developments, the involvement of a Landscape 
Architect is considered from the conception of the project.

The forte of a landscape architect is in the planning, design 
and direction of the landscape, which may be a garden or any 
distinct space. A person who practises landscape must have 
the imagination capabilities to render an image of how a space 

L A N D S C A P E  B E yO N D  T H E  G R E E N S

Public Park at Belgium - Credits: Author

would look with time and the skills to how it is to be developed 
over years. The process of planning, designing and the way it is 
to be implemented are all handled by the landscape architect. 
The professional practice is known as landscape architecture.

Landscape architects plays vital role in creating built 
environments of various scales from neighbourhoods, towns 
which extends to cities by safeguarding, protecting and 
managing the natural resources and environment, from the 
forests, fields to rivers, and the coastlines. Members of the 
profession have a special commitment to improve the quality 
of life through the designing places for people and other living 
organisms.

Talking about responsibilities and skills of a Landscape 
Architect, it is not only restricted to the sensitive approach 
to look at environment, but also the impact to the natural 
resources, flora & fauna at a regional level. 

The landscape architect should investigate in appropriate 
selection of trees, shrubs and plants that will suit the land 
type and the needs of the site; making inclusive design.
Landscape architecture is an art which enhances the vicinity 
of a space differently. You may design the space but without 
understanding of the landscape, you cannot create a livable 
environment for public realm.
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Description – The idea of writing this poem is to highlight issues related to our urban areas. The issues mentioned are mainly 
relevant to Indian context and quite common for most of our cities. The poem describes the visual observations of myself when i 
look to our cities from different domains like sky, sea, windows of our buildings and the spaces between the built forms i.e. streets. 
The purpose of forming these domains or angle of views is to create an impression in the mind of readers that all these issues are 
of different scales and sizes and it needs refurbishment as per its needs. For instance, in the domain of sky what i get to see is a 
2d map of an urban area but the viewing angle will be maximum, so it will cover the whole city with issues on a greater scale. In 
the case of sea, this viewing angle will not be that bigger but it will be 3rd dimensional and covers the larger perspective of the 
city. In the case of streets, the angle for view will be limited and issues can be specific to a neighbourhood. Finally, for windows of 
a building, it describes issues pertaining to my locality or an alley when I look from my private space.  

The poem intends to cover the issues related to environmental, social infrastructure, physical infrastructure and transportation. 
In the last paragraph, the poem also intends to show the positive side of the development works undertaken by government for 
our urban areas.

Urban Issues covered – Conversion of Agriculture lands, depleting water bodies, decreasing ground water table, insufficient 
housing for poor, lacking pedestrian pathways, inefficient public transportation, unsafe streets, improper sewage and storm water 
drainage, lack of green spaces / public parks.

A Poem on Theme – Urban Issues
‘When i see…’ by Ar Chintan Shah – arch.chintan@gmail.com

When i see from the sky, shocked by an urban sprawl!
The large agriculture fields of fringes are swallowed,

And the footprints of our water bodies has diminished,
It needs a quick attention or it will hurt generations.

When i see from the sea, it looks more disheartening!
The sea level is rising but the ground water is decreasing,

There is a race between the skyscrapers to kiss the sky, 
But still most of them are living in the slums nearby.

When i see from the street, looks like not meant for me!
I want to walk on it but filled with cars and machines,
Eager to move on but there is no bus to take me on,

My face is full of anxiety as everything here looks chaotic.

When i see from my window, I find it hard to believe!
Someone is robbed in alley which gets flooded frequently,

I can see glam of building lights but there are no trees beside,
Desperate to breathe fresh air but park is far from my access.

When I see, I want to see people smiling, relishing their city!
Needed is a holistic and pragmatic approach with a belief,

Process of revival is being taken care but I will call it my city, 
Only when the missing sparrows will come back to its native.

--------
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Relationship Between The Academic Program and Designing of 
Spaces in a Military School

1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s world, where there is a prior need for defence and 
security to the country, it is a necessity to have a good army 
to protect the country at a rear front. India has the 3rd largest 
army in the world and it is also necessary to successfully 
carry forward this tradition and even improve the strength 
of our army. For which all the soldiers in our army needs to 
be physically strong and mentally alert without panicking in 
any difficult situations. Hence special attention is required 
from the childhood to develop and groom these cadets to 
become a good officer in future.The young generation needs 
to be well developed so as to get acquainted to the smart 

and fast lifestyle of this century. For a better development of 
a child in a whole, parents send them to Boarding schools, 
which has a good advantage of building up a child’s character 
and making him/her self- dependent and strong, develop 
academically and also build their physic.  

The main philosophy of the military school is to prepare 
cadets academically, physically and mentally for the entry 
to the NDA/INA/AFA.Military schools are Boarding schools 
that provide a heavy emphasis on discipline and teamwork 
within a Military atmosphere and they are very strict. These 
schools help the students to prepare for the military careers 

ABSTRACT

The introduction to the lifestyle of a military school and its aspects is interrelated to its academic program and the 
routine of the cadets. Understanding the routine and lifestyle will help in designing the Military school and it will also 
give a fair idea and knowledge of the life, routine and organisation of the military school. The academic program and 
the routine plays an important role in differentiating the Boarding school and a Military school, designing of such 
spaces according to their needs and importance is the main criteria which needs to be focused on while designing 
a military school. In this paper all the aspects are covered about the spaces and its relationship with the academic 
program. Study of few case studies and its routine with relation to the activities and the spaces required for the same 
is done to give a proper idea for designing a military school which will further help to develop a better environment for 
the cadets. These spaces consist of semi open spaces, open spaces and enclosed spaces. The outcome of this research 
will help in designing the Military school according to the academic program and itsimportance; it will also help in 
formulatingthe design program.
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by giving them intense physical training, but the students 
are not necessarily compelled to make their career in the 
military forces. 

The objectives of such schools are:-
(a) To remove regional imbalances in the Officer cadre of the 
Defence Services.
(b) To develop qualities of body, mind and character which 
enable the young boys of today to become good and useful 
citizens of tomorrow.
(c) To bring Public School Education within the reach of the 
common man.

Adventure is something that is deeply engrossed in Military 
life. The routine of the Military school makes it different from 
a regular Boarding school. 

According to the training required and the syllabus of their 
study the spaces required are as follows, Classrooms, Lecture 
halls, Training Grounds for all types of sports and military 
training activities, Dormitories, Mess, etc. Understanding 
and designingof these spaces will help students develop 
their personality, physic and facilitate better academic 
performance. It will also emphasis on behavioural 
upgradement of a student and hence it will include all types 
of spaces like open, semi-open and enclosed spaces.

2. ABOUT MILITARy SCHOOL
Military schools are boarding schools in which most or all 
students live in dormitories in the school campus. Some 
military schools are ownedand operated by public entities. 
These schools have all facilities inside the campus which 
helps them to develop their mind and body.Sainik schools 
can be regarded as the ordinary citizen's public school where 
deserving students can get high quality education irrespective 
of their income or class background. These schools are run 
by the government or by the private authorities.

2.1 Military Training
In addition to their normal coursework, cadets (military 
school students) often are required to perform community 
service projects and participate in extracurricular activities 
ranging from sports to drama and music. Cadets are expected 
to wear a military style uniform; address others with respect 
befitting their age and rank; and to participate in drills, 
marches and other military exercises.

The military schools have many facilities like provision for 
NCC and SSB training for the students with all other activities 
like all sports, martial arts, swimming, drill, horse riding, 
and athletics, cross country, hikes and treks.Hard work and 
excellence are rewarded through a merit system, while 
disobedient and otherwise poorly performing students 
receive demerits. Cadets who demonstrate a persistent 

pattern of truculent behaviour are asked to leave the school.

2.2 Reflection of Military Education
According to William S. Hitchcock, the Military education 
consists of excellent academic preparation, spiritual 
nurturing, and physical conditioning i.e. education  in “body, 
mind, and spirit”,  in addition to this the military schools 
also offer training in skills which lead to a successful and 
productive adult life, including leadership, self-discipline, 
character, teamwork, and service. Whenever reflecting on 
the value of a military school education, it always focuses 
on leadership qualities, discipline, personality and character, 
patriotism and service.

George C. Marshall often defined leadership as the ability to 
set a standard of behaviour which instils trust and confidence 
in others, whether subordinates or superiors.Leaders are 
made, not born.  At military schools, leadership starts with 
the individual, where one learns to forego one’s immediate 
self-interest for a longer-term goal. A leadership quality is 
a must in a cadet, and it is developed in the students due 
to the routine and the training they go through. This aims 
to develop a multitude of skills and attitudes to enable 
the cadets to make a meaningful, intelligent and ethical 
contribution to the society in the future.

Discipline is a basic quality developed in the cadets while 
studying in Military schools. Indeed, discipline is the essence 
of military schools as discipline creates order and order 
creates result. Along with leadership and self-discipline, 
military schools emphasize character and service. The 
military service calls upon an individual to sacrifice one’s 
immediate interest to serve the community. 

Expectations for conduct and achievement are high in a 
Military environment and everyone is expected to work 
towards a personal best and contribute to the success of the 
whole team. This helps in building up one’s character and 
also developing team spirit. ‘Service above self’ is an integral 
part of most military schools' philosophy.Military schools 
build a solid foundation for higher education and a better 
foundation for life.

2.3 Designing of such school
According to Felix Clay (1906), the plan is dependent on the 
type of organisation of the school. As it is important to ensure 
that the school building is suitable for the purpose it is going to 
be designed, it should be definitely adapted to the particular 
needs of the school. He also said that the architect must have 
a proper and adequate knowledge of the life, routine and the 
organisation of the particular school typology.

2.4 Guidelines for designing the school.
The most important guideline for a school building is the 
selection of site, which contains good air, plenty of light 
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and freedom from the disturbances of noise caused by the 
traffic, etc. The area provided in a school depends upon 
the schedule and routine with accordance to the extra-
curricular activities.

The designing of hostels should be done properly and it 
needs to be well equipped and comfortable for the cadets. 
One needs to consider the usage of hostels, its design and 
implications; together with the possibilities of innovation 
in the layout. The people’s need for living, are physical, 
social, and personal. The hostels provide a special place 
for the cadets to interact with each other; this is done by 
the design and equipment of the building and even by 
social organisation.

3. METHODOLOGy 
Data collection involves two main approaches. First is 
literature study and the second approach is the one which 
involves case studies selection and data collection of some 
of the Military schools by observation study and mapping 
the activity.

3.1 Case Selection and Data Analysis
A criterion for case selection of a military school was to focus 
on schools which had military training and activities which 
are required for developing the cadets.

• Studying the cases of schools by observing the routine 
(i.e. Time table) of the students in day-to-day life in the 
military and listing the activities held during the course 
of day with respect to the spaces required for the same.

• Studying the standard areas required for different 
activities held in the school.

• Studying the relationship between the spaces required 
for the training purpose.

All these observations are recorded by photography and 
mapping. The study of the routine and listing down the 
same and then mapping the spaces with relation to the 
need of those spaces and even the designing and planning 
aspect of it.

3.2 Case Studies:-The selected case studies were:-
1. Satarasainik school, Satara.

2. Tatya Saheb Kore Military Academy, Warananagar.

3. GuruvaryaDadojiKondadevSainiki Shala, Tasgaon

4. Sanjeevan Public School, Panhala

3.2.1 SataraSainik School, Satara. 
The Sainik School, Satara is situated at Satara City, on Pune-
Banglore highway. It was the first Sainik School amongst a 
chain of 24 such schools established in India. The school 
is spreaded over 115 Acres of land, out of which 80 Acres 
belongs to the Central Govt. Ministry of Defence and 35 

Acres belongs to Maharashtra Govt. The school has about 
620 students studying from standard 6th to 12th standard. 

The campus consists of main school building, auditorium, 
hostels, mess, CSDcanteen, medical infirmary, staff quarters, 
and servant quarters. 

There are 9 playfields (football and hockey ground), 4 
basketball courts, 2 volleyball court, lawn tennis courts, 
squash court, boxing ring, gym, swimming pool, parade 
ground and stadium. Other activities like drill, horse riding, 
athletics, hikes and treks, SSB obstacle course national cadet 
crops, group obstacles course are also the part of curriculum. 

Map 3.1: Location map showing the SataraSainik School’s campus

Figure 3.1: Layout plan of SataraSainik School.

Figure 3.2: Layout plan showing the use of spaces according to time.
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3.2.2 Tatya Saheb Kore Military Academy, Warananagar. 

The Tatyasaheb Kore Military Academy is located at the 
outskirts of Warnanagar,near Kolhapur.It was established 
in 1997. The campus is about 86 Acre of land.The campus 
consists of main school building, hostels, mess, medical 
infirmary, staff quarters, and servant quarters. 

There is a multipurpose ground, 2 basketball courts, 4 
volleyball courts, parade ground, gym, and a dedicated area 
for the SSB training to enhance the cadet’s physical training. 
Other activities like trekking, mountaineering, cross country, 
horse riding, gymnasium, martial arts etc. are the part of 
routine. 

There are about 435 students studying from 6th to 12th 
standard.This Military School is striving to prepare the 
students who can entirely take up the responsibility of 
protecting their Nation and motherland.

3.2.3 GuruvaryaDadojiKondadevSainiki Shala, Tasgaon
G.D.K.S. school is located in Tasgaon, Sangli, it is approx. 
35-40 acre campus. The campus consists of main school 
building, hostels, mess, medical infirmary, principal’s 
residence, servant quarters, multipurpose playground. 
Physical training, Squad Drill, Elementary Weapon Training 
and Obstacle Training, martial art like karate and judo; Cross 
country, Boxing are compulsory for all the cadets. There are 
about 480 students studying from 5th to 12th standard. 

Table 3.1 Routine of SataraSainik School.

Figure 3.3: Layout plan of Tatyasaheb Kore Military Academy, Warnanagar.

Figure 3.4 Layout plan showing the use of spaces according to time.

Table 3.2: Routine of Tatyasaheb Kore Military Academy, Warnanagar.

Map 3.2: Location map showing the Tatyasaheb Kore Military Academy’s campus
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3.2.4 Sanjeevan Public School, Panhala 

Sanjeevan Public School, Panhala is a military pattern 
residential school spread over 65 acre of land on the hilly 
slope of Panhala. The school has all facilities which help 
students develop physically and mentally.The campus 
consists of main school building, hostels, mess, medical 
infirmary, staff quarters, and servant’s quarters.There are 
playgrounds for Football and Hockey, a separate ground 
for horse riding, 2 Basketball courts, 2 Volleyball courts, 

swimming pool, a well facilitate gym, martial arts like judo, 
karate, taekwondo, SSB training course, rifle shooting range. 
Other activities like mountaineering, trekking and hiking 
are also a part of the routine. There are about 665 students 
studying from 4th to 10th standard.  

Map 3.3: Location map showing the G.D.K. sainiki Shala’s campus.

Figure 3.5: Layout plan of the G.D.K. Sainiki Shala, Tasgaon.

Table 3.3: Routine of G.D.K. Sainiki Shala, Tasgaon.

Figure 3.7:Layout plan of the Sanjeevan Public School, Panhala.

Figure 3.8: Layout plan showing the use of spaces according to time

Figure 3.6: Layout plan showing the use of spaces according to time.

Map 3.4: Location map showing the Sanjeevan Public School’s campus.
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4. FINDINGS AND ANALySIS 
4.1 Findings
These are the findings obtained after the study of related cases.
1. Mostly schools have a dignified entrance and military 

environment is created with the installations of fighter 
tanks and fighter planes at the entrance.

2. Areas like academic building, hostels and mess are 
mostly near to each other as it is used frequently in a day 
according to the routine.

3. Hostels are likely to be placed nearer to the school building 
as students have evening and night preps and they need 
to go to the classrooms for the same.

4. As observed, according to the routine students have 
physical training early morning and sports time after the 
school hours, hence they have to go to the playgrounds 
and courts twice a day.

5. Playgrounds are distributed along the campus or collectively 
placed away from the main school building and hostels.

6. Staff and servant quarters should have a separate access 
and are mostly placed away from the student’s zone.

7. Activities like physical training and yoga are conducted 
early morning and spaces required for these activities are 
playgrounds and internal road which acts as jogging track.

8. Playgrounds are also used for NCC training and March 
past if there is no allotted parade grounds in the campus.

9. The SSB training are of 2 types in which first is the 
individual obstacles and second is the group obstacles, 
the spaces required for the same can be common or can 
be placed adjacent to each other.

10. The M.I. / infirmary room are located near the hostels for 
emergency cases.
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Table 3.4: Routine of Sanjeevan Public School, Panhala.

4.2 Implications of the findings
These are few parameters which should be considered while 
designing the military school.
1. Hostels and mess should be placed near the academic 

building.
2. Separate access to the staff and servant quarters necessary 

to maintain privacy.
3. Infirmary room should be near the hostels premises.
4. Playground should be away from the academic block and 

hostel premises.
5. SSB obstacle area should be near the playfields.
6. Parade grounds are of 200x 100m min.
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WELCOME NEW IIA MEMBERS

15th Com Dated 23rd March, 2019 at HQ Mumbai.

Sr. 
No.

Name Memb. 
No.

Place

ASSOCIATE TO FELLOW

1 Ar. Kiran S Mahajani F09870 Rajasthan

2 Ar. Shashi Mohan Srivastava F13066 UP & Uttarakhand

3 Ar. Sara Mathan F09736 Tamil Nadu

DIRECT FELLOW

1 Ar. Sarika Agarwal F22987 UP & Uttarakhand

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

1 Ar. Maria Belen Mendizabad A22988 Delhi

2 Ar. Gurvinder Pal Singh A22989 Ludhiana

3 Ar. Durgesh Mehta A22990 Haryana

4 Ar. Rishank Pahwa A22991 Haryana

5 Ar. Maninder Kaur A22992 UP & Uttarakhand

6 Ar. Mohanbir Jagjitsingh Singh A22993 UP & Uttarakhand

7 Ar. Sonali Sareen A22994 Gurgaon

8 Ar. Vishal Mathur A22995 UP & Uttarakhand

9 Ar. Alok Kumar A22996 UP & Uttarakhand

10 Ar. Shikhar Shresth A22997 Jharkhand

11 Ar. Deepak Diwan A22998 Jharkhand

12 Ar. Devendra Kumar Yadav A22999 UP & Uttarakhand

13 Ar. Rajeev Ranjan A23000 UP & Uttarakhand

14 Ar. Dibya Sen A23001 West Bengal

15 Ar. Akash Singh A23002 UP & Uttarakhand

16 Ar. Divya Catherine Rai A23003 Visakhapatnam

17 Ar. Lavanya Voore A23004 Telangana

18 Ar. Trideep Chandra Airukonda A23005 Telangana

19 Ar. Shylusha Bokka A23006 Visakhapatnam

20 Ar. Lopamudra Bidwata Panda A23007 Telangana

21 Ar. Pramod Jaiswal A23008 Karnataka

22 Ar. Anuj Vishwanath Rao A23009 Karnataka

23 Ar. Colin Antony Pinto A23010 Mangalore

24 Ar. Vikram Vishwanath Desai A23011 Karnataka

25 Ar. Surbahon Rajkumar A23012 Assam

26 Ar. Santhy Mathew A23013 Kochi

27 Ar. Nidhi Suresh Mathre A23014 Tamil Nadu

28 Ar. Elakkiya K A23015 Tamil Nadu

29 Ar. Dheepan S A23016 Thanjavur

30 Ar. Vasanth M A23017 Madurai

31 Ar. Ram Gokhul R A23018 Tamil Nadu

32 Ar. Bharathraj R A23019 Chennai

33 Ar. Aashish Ranka G A23020 Coimbatore

34 Ar. Raghulraj E A23021 Chennai

35 Ar. Surya C S A23022 Salam

36 Ar. Soumyodeep Das A23023 West Bengal

Sr. 
No.

Name Memb. 
No.

Place

37 Ar. Samiran Mandal A23024 West Bengal

38 Ar. Sheik Kamaluddin A23025 West Bengal

39 Ar. Gayle Maria Gonsalves A23026 Goa

40 Ar. Roger Arun Aquino 
Henriques A23027 Goa

41 Ar. Ganeaysh Nivritti Vasaikar A23028 Aurangabad

42 Ar. Nikhil Ganeshrao Datey A23029 Aurangabad

43 Ar. Saud Fazlullah Syed A23030 Aurangabad

44 Ar. Samir Bandopant Yadav A23031 Aurangabad

45 Ar. Santosh Laxman Adhav A23032 Aurangabad

46 Ar. Vikas Vishnupant Munde A23033 Aurangabad

47 Ar. Mohammad Yusuf 
Rafiyoddin Shaikh A23034 Aurangabad

48 Ar. Mrunal Sahil Garud A23035 Nashik

49 Ar. Deepak Manohar Bhatija A23036 Thane

50 Ar. Yatin Lalitkumar Merchant A23037 Brihan Mumbai

51 Ar. Riddhi Satish Rama Shah A23038 Brihan Mumbai

52 Ar. Piyush Tak A23039 Navi Mumbai

53 Ar. Sheetal Tater A23040 Rajasthan

54 Ar. Neha Goyal Tater A23041 Rajasthan

55 Ar. Divya Sharma A23042 Rajasthan

56 Ar. Amit Sen A23043 Rajasthan

57 Ar. Manoj Kumar Singh A23044 Jabalpur

58 Ar. Naveen Bomb A23045 Madhya Pradesh

59 Ar. Mhod. Mujahid Asad Imtiaz A23046 Bhopal

60 Ar. Shresth Patel A23047 Bhopal

61 Ar. Shailendra Kumar A23048 Rajasthan

62 Ar. Sushil Radheyshyam  
Somani A23049 Thane

63 Ar. Gopal Kishanchand 
Tanwani A23050 Aurangabad

64 Ar. Swati Rai A23051 Delhi

65 Ar. Ashok Sidhari Yadav A23052 Brihan Mumbai

66 Ar. Kapil Mudgal A23053 UP & Uttarakhand

67 Ar. Pankaj Bhalla A23054 UP & Uttarakhand

68 Ar. Sanjay Kumar Singh A23055 UP & Uttarakhand

69 Ar. Arpan Jain A23056 UP & Uttarakhand

70 Ar. Pragati Jain A23057 UP & Uttarakhand

71 Ar. Naresh Kumar Chandola A23058 UP & Uttarakhand

72 Ar. Jasdeep Sethi A23059 UP & Uttarakhand

73 Ar. Manoj Pandey A23060 UP & Uttarakhand

74 Ar. Saurabh Suman A23061 UP & Uttarakhand

75 Ar. Kanika Agarwal A23062 UP & Uttarakhand

76 Ar. Hina Mittal A23063 UP & Uttarakhand
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No.

Name Memb. 
No.

Place

77 Ar. Mohit Bisht A23064 UP & Uttarakhand

78 Ar. Mohammad Imran Saifi A23065 UP & Uttarakhand

79 Ar. Ritesh Kumar A23066 UP & Uttarakhand

80 Ar. Shubham Raj A23067 UP & Uttarakhand

81 Ar. Sameer Kumar A23068 UP & Uttarakhand

82 Ar. Kavita Rani Chauhan A23069 UP & Uttarakhand

83 Ar. Kritarth Bhandari A23070 UP & Uttarakhand

84 Ar. Nikita Shukla A23071 UP & Uttarakhand

85 Ar. Suhani Agrawal A23072 UP & Uttarakhand

86 Ar. Kanav Kumar Agarwal A23073 UP & Uttarakhand

87 Ar. Shubhi A23074 UP & Uttarakhand

88 Ar. Ankur Agarwal A23075 UP & Uttarakhand

89 Ar. Tanisha Tewari A23076 UP & Uttarakhand

90 Ar. Anjali Pandey A23077 UP & Uttarakhand

91 Ar. Kriti Khankhriyal A23078 UP & Uttarakhand

92 Ar. Shivendra Singh Chauhan A23079 UP & Uttarakhand

93 Ar. Himanshu Negi A23080 UP & Uttarakhand

94 Ar. Vipin Bhatt A23081 UP & Uttarakhand

95 Ar. Manisha Huria A23082 UP & Uttarakhand

96 Ar. Ankur Sahu A23083 UP & Uttarakhand

97 Ar. Pankaj Dutt Joshi A23084 UP & Uttarakhand

98 Ar. Parveen Kumar A23085 UP & Uttarakhand

99 Ar, Piyush Ghildiyal A23086 UP & Uttarakhand

100 Ar. Shubham Kumar A23087 UP & Uttarakhand

101 Ar. Ekta Agarwal A23088 UP & Uttarakhand

102 Ar. Ankur Chowdhary A23089 UP & Uttarakhand

103 Ar. Ashish Dwivedi A23090 UP & Uttarakhand

104 Ar. Vijay Raj Deopa A23091 UP & Uttarakhand

105 Ar. Vijeet Kaur Juneja A23092 UP & Uttarakhand

106 Ar. Shahzad Ahmed Malik A23093 UP & Uttarakhand

107 Ar. Etee Agarwal A23094 UP & Uttarakhand

108 Ar. Junaid Ahmed A23095 UP & Uttarakhand

109 Ar. Tushar Deep A23096 UP & Uttarakhand

110 Ar. Kapil Balmiki A23097 UP & Uttarakhand

111 Ar. Vinod Kumar Bhatt A23098 UP & Uttarakhand

112 Ar. Vikram Singh A23099 UP & Uttarakhand

113 Ar. Anshul Joshi A23100 UP & Uttarakhand

114 Ar. Shweta Sharma A23101 UP & Uttarakhand

115 Ar. Saubhagya A23102 UP & Uttarakhand

116 Ar. Kanwardeep Singh Thind A23103 UP & Uttarakhand

117 Ar. Vaibhav Jain A23104 UP & Uttarakhand

118 Ar. Niyati Joshi A23105 UP & Uttarakhand

Sr. 
No.

Name Memb. 
No.

Place

119 Ar. Diwanker Singh Bisht A23106 UP & Uttarakhand

120 Ar. Nikita Gupta A23107 Ludhiana

121 Ar. Shilpa C K A23108 Karnataka

122 Ar. Chendira T Manjunath A23109 Karnataka

123 Ar. Aishwarya G K A23110 Karnataka

124 Ar. Subhash Kumar Pandit A23111 West Bengal

125 Ar. Abi Andrew K A23112 Tamil Nadu

126 Ar. Vivek Ramesh Popli A23113 Brihan Mumbai

127 Ar. Sushil Radheshyam Karel A23114 Ahmednagar

128 Ar. Ankita Tukaram Unde A23115 Ahmednagar

129 Ar. Saurabh Arjun Shinde A23116 Ahmednagar

130 Ar. Manjula Chhokar A23117 New Delhi

131 Ar. Anish Kundu A23118 Gurgaon

132 Ar. Uma Goyal A23119 Karnal

133 Ar. Madhava Rao Talabathula A23120 Visakhapatnam

134 Ar. Srinivas Valluri A23121 Telangana

135 Ar. Shruti C A23122 Chennai

136 Ar. Suchismita Mishra A23123 Odisha

137 Ar. Ambarish C S A23124 Odisha

138 Ar. Deepanwita RAY A23125 Chennai

139 Ar. E Senthil Kumar A23126 Chennai

140 Ar. Sathish G P A23127 Tamil Nadu

141 Ar. Rangan Chatterjee A23128 West Bengal

142 Ar. Prashant D Kulkarni A23129 Karnataka

143 Ar. Muhammadh Abdullah S A23130 Trichy

144 Ar. Mujahirudeen R A23131 Tamil Nadu

145 Ar. Nikhil Sharma A23132 Rajasthan

146 Ar. Ganesh Rajendra Jummai A23133 Belgaum

147 Ar. Ezhil Maran C A23134 Chennai

148 Ar. Valarmathi Krishnaswami 
Srinivasan A23135 Chennai

149 Ar. Krishna Supradeep V 
Pottumuttu A23136 Visakhapatnam

150 Ar. Saptak Pramanick A23137 West Bengal

151 Ar. Kumar Raushan A23138 Navi Mumbai

152 Ar. Virendra Sidram Bolabattin A23139 Pune

153 Ar. Senapati Lalit Choudhury A23140 Odisha

154 Ar. Shailendra Prasad A23141 Delhi

155 Ar. Hani Sharma A23142 Amritsar

156 Ar. Pragadeeswaran M A23143 Trichy

157 Ar. Aarthi J A23144 Trichy

158 Ar. Shipra A23145 Ludhiana

159 Ar. Pallavi M Vishwanath A23146 Karnataka
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Sr. 
No.

Name Memb. 
No.

Place

160 Ar. Ramesh C A23147 Palakkad

161 Ar. Rahul Deo Upasani A23148 Bhopal

162 Ar. Raunak Shishir Diote A23149 Nagpur

163 Ar. Sourab A23150 New Delhi

164 Ar. Afifa Nuzhat A23151 Delhi

165 Ar. Amit Mishra A23152 New Delhi

166 Ar. Pulkit Aggarwal A23153 Haryana

167 Ar. Gurkaran Singh A23154 Ludhiana

168 Ar. Ritika A23155 Ludhiana

169 Ar. Saleem S Totad A23156 Belgaum

170 Ar. Dona Alex A23157 Noida

171 Ar. Alex Joseph A23158 Noida

172 Ar. Kishan Sabi A23159 Kochi

173 Ar. Ahammed Aflah E A23160 Calicut

174 Ar. Dinesh Kumar T A23161 Trichy

175 Ar. Lavanya Vikram A23162 Karnataka

176 Ar. Chanjeet Singh Banga A23163 Haryana

177 Ar. Vanshu Garg A23164 Haryana

178 Ar. Swamy Padala A23165 Telangana 

179 Ar. Kritika Jeff A23166 Thrissur

180 Ar. Pon Kirthi Kowsal A23167 Tamil Nadu

181 Ar. Jayasurya S A23168 Chennai

182 Ar. Sabah Aqeeb Deshmukh A23169 Navi Mumbai

183 Ar. Amit Harish Mani Gaurav A23170 Rajasthan

184 Ar. Ashok Bhairi A23171 Telangana

185 Ar. Yoginder Singh Danar A23172 New Delhi

186 Ar  Mukesh Kumar A23173 UP & Uttarakhand

187 Ar. Akhil Bhupinder Sharma A23174 UP & Uttarakhand

188 Ar. Abhinav Rawat A23175 UP & Uttarakhand

189 Ar. Malvika Ahuja A23176 UP & Uttarakhand

190 Ar. Kishor Kumar B G A23177 UP & Uttarakhand

191 Ar. Prashant Kumar Nautiyal A23178 UP & Uttarakhand

192 Ar. Tanushree Sharma A23179 UP & Uttarakhand

193 Ar. Vibhor Goel A23180 UP & Uttarakhand

194 Ar. Subodh Dobhal A23181 UP & Uttarakhand

195 Ar. Rishabh Kumar Singh A23182 UP & Uttarakhand

196 Ar. Ruchi Sharma A23183 UP & Uttarakhand

197 Ar. Aman Agarwal A23184 UP & Uttarakhand

198 Ar. Sakshi Jain A23185 UP & Uttarakhand

199 Ar. Ritesh Singh A23186 UP & Uttarakhand

200 Ar. Preethi Mathialagan A23187 UP & Uttarakhand

201 Ar. Archana Singh A23188 UP & Uttarakhand

Sr. 
No.

Name Memb. 
No.

Place

202 Ar. Paran Tyagi A23189 UP & Uttarakhand

203 Ar. Priyanshi Bansal A23190 UP & Uttarakhand

204 Ar. Chandana Mohammed 
ansar A23191 UP & Uttarakhand

205 Ar. Shivang Agarwal A23192 UP & Uttarakhand

206 Ar. Sahil Dhiman A23193 UP & Uttarakhand

207 Ar. Ajeet Saxena A23194 UP & Uttarakhand

208 Ar. Srishti Goyal A23195 UP & Uttarakhand

209 Ar. Anshul Goyal A23196 UP & Uttarakhand

210 Ar. Suman Joshi A23197 UP & Uttarakhand

211 Ar. Prabhat Kumar A23198 UP & Uttarakhand

212 Ar. Ekansh Agarwal A23199 UP & Uttarakhand

213 Ar. Maneesh Bajpai A23200 UP & Uttarakhand

214 Ar. Varun Arora A23201 UP & Uttarakhand

215 Ar. Vaibhav Sharma A23202 UP & Uttarakhand

216 Ar. Dileep Kumar A23203 UP & Uttarakhand

217 Ar. Pallavi Abhay Kumar Singh A23204 UP & Uttarakhand

218 Ar. Sranjana Tripathi A23205 UP & Uttarakhand

219 Ar. Piyoosh Kumar Verma A23206 UP & Uttarakhand

220 Ar. Shyamal Mishra A23207 UP & Uttarakhand

221 Ar. Tanvita Singh A23208 UP & Uttarakhand

222 Ar. Jyoti Singh A23209 UP & Uttarakhand

223 Ar. Anup Gupta A23210 UP & Uttarakhand

224 Ar. Vimal Gupta A23211 UP & Uttarakhand

225 Ar.Saumya Garg A23212 UP & Uttarakhand

226 Ar. Ravi Anand A23213 UP & Uttarakhand

227 Ar. Sunil Kumar A23214 UP & Uttarakhand

228 Ar. Mukesh Kumar A23215 Rajasthan

229 Ar. Diwakar Bhati A23216 Rajasthan

230 Ar. Madhvi Chhangani A23217 Rajasthan

231 Ar. Rakesh Parihar A23218 Rajasthan

232 Ar. Bhanupriya Gehlot A23219 Rajasthan

233 Ar. Kamlesh Kumhar A23220 Rajasthan

234 Ar. Manish Jangid A23221 Rajasthan

235 Ar. Tanuj Satyanarain Talvinder 
Kulharia A23222 Rajasthan

236 Ar. Nupur Patwa A23223 Rajasthan

237 Ar. Ravi Jain A23224 Rajasthan

238 Ar. Saurabh Gehlot A23225 Rajasthan

239 Ar. Gaurav Khatri A23226 Rajasthan

240 Ar. Mothi Varghese A23227 Kannur

241 Ar. Rejul Kamalakshan A23228 Kannur

242 Ar. Anjana V A23229 Karnataka
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243 Ar. Hariharan SV PL A23230 Karnataka

244 Ar. Nagendra R A23231 Karnataka

245 Ar. Rakesh K A23232 Karnataka

246 Ar. Prarthana A G A23233 Karnataka

247 Ar. Sapna Malvi A23234 Karnataka

248 Ar. Ketki Satish Salodkar A23235 Karnataka

249 Ar. Arunkumar D P C A23236 Karnataka

250 Ar. Kulvinder Singh Grover A23237 Delhi

251 Ar. Hemlata A23238 Delhi

252 Ar. Savar Suri A23239 New Delhi

253 Ar. Shailesh Naveen A23240 New Delhi

254 Ar. Shweta Kharbanda A23241 Ludhiana

255 Ar. Harish R A23242 Karnataka

256 Ar. Supritha M Y A23243 Karnataka

257 Ar. Sapna Papu A23244 Karnataka

258 Ar. Sahana Prakash T A23245 Karnataka

259 Ar. Chandrika C Salimath A23246 Karnataka

260 Ar. Vijetha C P A23247 Karnataka

261 Ar. Vivek C G A23248 Karnataka

262 Ar. Bhoomika U A23249 Karnataka

263 Ar. Senthil Kumar S R A23250 Karnataka

264 Ar. Madhumathi P A23251 Karnataka

265 Ar. Asha N A23252 Karnataka

266 Ar. Tanuja K C A23253 Karnataka

267 Ar. Pooja G V A23254 Karnataka

268 Ar. Shovit Seth Frederick 
Hansdah A23255 UP & Uttarakhand

269 Ar. Sandeep Singh Negi A23256 UP & Uttarakhand

270 Ar. Itishree Rana A23257 UP & Uttarakhand

271 Ar. Shradha Shaily A23258 Jharkhand

272 Ar. Deependra Singh Rawat A23259 UP & Uttarakhand

273 Ar. Aakriti Sharma A23260 Punjab

274 Ar. Disha Jain A23261 Punjab

275 Ar. Neeraja Rajeev Singh A23262 Bhopal

276 Ar. Sheenam Dhami A23263 Ludhiana

277 Ar. Simran Gulati A23264 Ludhiana

278 Ar. Sumit Bhanot A23265 Ludhiana

279 Ar. Durga Prasad M S A23266 Karnataka

280 Ar. Anupadma R A23267 Karnataka

281 Ar. Senthilkumar P. A23268 Tamil Nadu

282 Ar. Rajkumar B K M A23269 Karnataka

283 Ar. Subanitha R A23270 Karnataka

284 Ar. Williams A23271 Tamil Nadu

Sr. 
No.

Name Memb. 
No.

Place

285 Ar. Aravindraja T A23272 Tamil Nadu

286 Ar. Rashmi P S A23273 Karnataka

287 Ar. Kusuma Srinath A23274 Karnataka

288 Ar. Deepika V A23275 Chennai

289 Ar. Mohd Rabiul Hossain A23276 Karnataka

290 Ar. Sarojini V Narahari A23277 Karnataka

291 Ar. Siddhartha K A23278 Karnataka

292 Ar. Aneesha Ashwin Cholera A23279 Goa

293 Ar. Sudarshan Subhash 
Bodhankar A23280 Pune

294 Ar. Shilpa Anand Ingawale A23281 Pune

295 Ar. Rahul Ramdas Dhanokar A23282 Pune

296 Ar. Prashant Pandurang Patil A23283 Kolhapur

297 Ar. Vaishali Kalpesh Dandekar A23284 Pune

298 Ar. Gourav Nandkishor Vinchu A23285 Kolhapur

299 Ar. Akash Mathur A23286 Delhi

300 Ar. Mohd. Mahboob Khan A23287 Gurgaon

301 Ar. Abhinav Kaundal A23288 Himachal Pradesh

302 Ar. Porob Navelkar Siya Arun A23289 Goa

303 Ar. Alok Katakwar A23290 Jabalpur

304 Ar. Urmila P. Chandra A23291 Kannur

305 Ar. Bada Sunanda A23292 Visakhapatnam

306 Ar. Mohnish Sinha A23293 Raipur

307 Ar. Aniruddha Nilkanth 
Jogdande A23294 Raipur

308 Ar. Sushmita Chakraborty A23295 Raipur

309 Ar. Rupal Agrawal A23296 Raipur

310 Ar. Mayank Tenguriya A23297 Raipur

311 Ar. Shivani Sunil Jain A23298 Raipur

312 Ar. Smitashree Swain A23299 Raipur

313 Ar. Sachin Kumar Sahu A23300 Raipur

314 Ar. Himanshu Sonber A23301 Raipur

315 Ar. Vivek Agnihotri A23302 Raipur

316 Ar. Sayon Pramanik A23303 Raipur

317 Ar. Vedha Kumaran J A23304 Trichy

318 Ar. Stella Mary S A23305 Trichy

319 Ar. Arjun D A23306 Coimbatore

320 Ar. Sanjay Jyoti Ray A23307 Assam

321 Ar. Wahaj Yusuf A23308 Mangalore-
Manipal

322 Ar. Amrita Kaur Arora A23309 New Delhi

323 Ar. Mansha Sameern A23310 Haryana

324 Ar. Suresh Atmaram Gaikwad A23311 Mumbai
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Student Nidhi Jindal - Email: jindalnidhi456@gmail.com

Nidhi Jindal, currently is in the final year of B. Arch and started her degree in 2014 and will complete it in 2019 
from M.B.M. College of Engineering and Architecture, Jodhpur, Rajasthan. She did her internship with Talati and 
Panthakay Associates, Mumbai and was also a student member of IIA till last year. 

As a student, she wants to spread the sensitivity towards universal design among all the architects. 

Barrier Free Paradigm, Dissertation

1.1 - INTRODUCTION
It is a natural inclination of the human species to desire and 
seek freedom. Although freedom is varied in kinds and varied 
in the motives for which it is coveted and sought, it always 
involves a certain degree of one’s ability to act (i.e. freedom 
to) and a certain degree of constraints or disabilities that are 
lacking (i.e. freedom from).*

The measure of the freedom that an individual, or group 
of individuals, may have is a function of their abilities and 
disabilities, each of which result from innate/physiological 
and external conditions, including the conditions typical of 
developmental life stages. All people perpetually experience 
ability and disability to certain extents and in specific ways. 
In spite of the fact that ability and disability are, among 
humans, universally applicable terms, they are more often 
applied to particulars.

Those that are labelled as “disabled,” or as another equivalent 
term, are observed to possess ability which stands outside of 
an ability range that is considered to be normal.

ABSTRACT

The aim of the study is to experience the sensitivity of differently abled people. Despite a vast set of rules and regulations 
concerning architecture for disabled people, the built environment still lacks functionality and accessibility. Architecture 
is often not suitable for handicapped people, whether the impairments are permanent or temporary. Building regulations 
focus mainly on wheelchair users as a stereotype disabled person while disregarding other limiting factors to other 
fringe groups. The variety of impairments being immense and architecture needing to be useable or adaptable to the 
needs of every person, more suitable guidelines than strict and non-flexible building regulations are necessary.

It demonstrates that it is possible to create an accessible built environment at no extra cost through the application 
of the inclusive design principles. Furthermore it breaks down the process of building design and examines the limits 
and power of all stakeholders to a project. It emphasizes that every person, not exclusively the architect makes a big 
difference to a building project.

The dissertation also deals with how this being an emerging topic needs to be focused on in today’s architecture. Some 
solutions can be implemented in an already built form and some can be considered prior to designing.

In India out of the 121 Cr population, 2.68 Cr persons are ‘disabled’ which is 2.21% of the total population. Which solely 
states the reason to focus on the socially – architecturally – topic.

Figure 1 A man confused about his movements
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Individuals labelled as “gifted,” or as another equivalent 
term, with respect to certain abilities, are also thought to 
stand outside of an ability range that is considered to be 
normal.

The difference between the two, however, is that those 
considered to be disabled are often viewed as deficient and 
inferior in terms ability, whereas those considered to be 
gifted are often viewed as having an excess of ability to the 
point of superiority.1

In most places around the world today, society claims to be 
very open, liberal, giving everybody equal opportunities. 
This can be found in equal opportunity schemes or funds 
for the financially less well off. Effort is made in including 
every member in society to fully participate. Nevertheless, 
the non-average like children, the elderly or people with 
disabilities still find it very hard to fully take part. This is due 
to a serious of very different reasons.

Firstly the needs of the various minorities are very different 
and sometimes integration simply cannot be achieved. 
Nevertheless it is very often to see, that there is a reluctance 
of non-handicapped members of society to really try their 
very best to include handicapped fellow citizen.2

Human behavior, of any given individual or group of 
individuals, occurs within varying ranges of ability. Related 
to the differences in ability among humans are differences 
in lifestyle. Barrier free environments that are designed for 
those of a specific ability range and those that engage in 
specific lifestyles prevent or limit the activity of others which 
exist outside of the targeted group of inhabitants.3

A so-called “universal” or “barrier-free” design is not a 
fully accurate identification of the primary objective of this 
dissertation. Provisions for access must, of course, be denied 
in certain cases in order to enable and preserve privacy and 
security. It is also recognized that the variations of disability, 

with both innate and external sources, are far too many, and 
far too conflicting, to accommodate completely.

Design solutions cater to the broadest range of disabilities 
possible. Thus, the main objective of this study may be 
identified inclusive design, towards a universal design. 
This study does not present a design for housing intended 
exclusively for the disabled. Rather, the design presented 
herein is intended to be available for and inclusive of, the 
disabled.4

1.2 - BACKGROUND CONCEPT
1.2.1 - HISTORy TIMELINE
Over the years, our society has slowly done away with 
segregations into divisions and has started amalgamating 
itself to become more global and encompassing. The 
differences and discriminations due to caste, creed, colour, 
sex, profession, etc. are slowly disappearing and society is 
moving towards becoming a more inclusive one – where all 
are included and perceived as equals.

The world today has become a very small place— a world 
with virtually no frontiers or barriers. Especially after the 
advent of Internet and total connectivity, people have instant 
access to almost every imaginable service or information. 
A truly global village. In spite of the world and our society 
being more inclusive, more connected and accessible to 
all, it is unfortunate that in reality some barriers still exist 
– especially physical barriers which deny access to people 
with differences such as persons with disabilities, the elderly, 
children and pregnant ladies, persons with temporary or 
permanent difficulties. These barriers result in denying 
them their rights and opportunity to full participation and 
eventually culminate in their exclusion from society.

A major step has been the PWD Act 1995 that specifies the 
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Figure 3 Schenectady's history is the Klondike Ramp
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law and the role of the State in creating access. Over and 
above, the National Building Code, CPWD guidelines as well 
as bylaws of various urban development bodies have shown 
the direction towards building a barrier free environment.

It is only in the 1970s that organisations fighting for equal 
rights for everybody gain a more powerful voice. “Design for 
Need” was the new keyword. A major change in thinking, 
usually called the hippy movement suddenly brought new 
light into the discussion around disability: disabled people 
shall be equal.

In 1980 the World Health Organisation (WHO) classifies 
disabled people as victims of disease in or misfortune in 
Impairment, Disabilities and Handicap. It is a blame-the-
victim-approach in which the disabled person shall adapt to 
the environment, not vice versa

Impairments are created by lacks of body function, not 
the miss-design of the (built) environment or attitudinal 
barriers through society. Globally new organisations formed 
themselves, dedicated to bring justice to the matter. The 
United Nations declared the International Year of People 
with Disabilities in 1981, followed by the United Nations 
Decade of People with Disabilities from 1982 until 1992. This 
act by the United Nations was an important symbolic gesture 
to increase the awareness of “normal” people towards 
disabled fellow men.

The global change had a major high in the USA when the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was put to live in 1990. 
Its aim with its set of regulations was to ban discrimination 
against people with disabilities throughout all aspects of 
society. The ADA has been a worldwide inspiration on equal 
rights for people with disabilities after. 2

1.3 - “Barrier-Free” Environment
It is a natural inclination of the human species to desire 
and seek freedom. Although freedom is varied in kinds and 
varied in the motives for which it is coveted and sought, it 
always involves a certain degree of one’s ability to act and a 
certain degree of constraints or disabilities that are lacking. 
The measure of the freedom that an individual, or group 
of individuals, may have is a function of their abilities and 
disabilities, each of which result from innate/physiological 
and external conditions, including the conditions typical of 
developmental life stages. All people perpetually experience 
ability and disability to certain extents and in specific ways. 
In spite of the fact that ability and disability are, among 
humans, universally applicable terms, they are more often 
applied to particulars.3

It is a space that allows for free and safe movement, function 

and access for all, regardless of age, sex or condition. A 
space or a set of services that can be accessed by all, without 
obstacles, with dignity and with as much independence as 
possible. The environment means buildings, roads, parks, 
gardens and other places, services, modes of transportation, 
products of daily use, etc. There is a popular belief that a 
ramp and an elevator/ lift is all that is needed to make a built 
space barrier-free.

It must be clearly understood that barrier–free goes far 
beyond just a ramp and has many other necessary aspects. 
These range from door and passage widths to flooring 
surfaces, from counter heights to door handles and railings, 
from signage and auditory signals to tactile guides.

Frank Bowe (1978) in his Handicapping America identifies six 
major barriers to the integration of the disabled people in 
society: architectural, attitudinal, educational, occupational, 
legal and personal. (Thomas, 1982)

There are two aspects to the mobility of children with 
disabilities. The first is clearly the persons with the disability 
and the second is the environment in which the person 
moves. There no doubt that people with disabilities are 
handicapped as much by society and the environment as by 
their particular disability. Many modifications to the physical 
environment which need to be made will also improve access 
for non-disabled people. The adaptations should be more 
than the elimination of hazards. There are major problems 
which need to be overcome if the environment is to be made 
to meet the needs of people with disabilities. 4

1.4 - Universal Design
Universal design is the design of products and environments 

to be usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible, 
without the need for adaptation or specialised design.”

– Ron Mace

Universal Design is a term currently used all over the world, 
emphasizing on increasing awareness for providing inclusive 
society for all, without discrimination in age, gender, cast 
and the ability of any person. Understanding the importance 
of human right of full participation in all activities as well as 
enjoying a life through quality environment, designers are 
making efforts to understand and introduce the philosophy 
of Universal Design which includes human beings at all levels 
and platforms, whether it is at house, workplace or social 
environment. This philosophy has an increased relevance in 
every aspect of Design, like transport, automobile, product, 
communication systems, technology and built environment.

Architecture plays a very important role in providing/
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achieving inclusive society, as people with disabilities get 
influenced by physical and social barriers for full participation 
in all activities. Physical barriers directly exclude „them‟ from 
built environment at house and workplace. The relationship 
between human behaviour and the built environment affects 
psychosocial and physical ability of any human being because 
built environment provides positive or negative forces to 
influence human behaviour. Designing of responsive built 
environment which accommodates the changing needs of 
differently able people becomes responsibility of architects 
and designers. This approach helps to complete half way 
battle towards inclusiveness/ accessible environment. 2

1.5 - Who all face barriers?
On the face of it, it is only persons with disabilities for whom 
barriers become major obstacles.

However, it is necessary to realise that every person, at some 
stage of life, faces barriers. A small child, an elderly or infirm 
person, a pregnant lady, the temporarily disabled, all are 
vulnerable to barriers. Therefore, to list out people affected 
by barriers

- Wheelchair users

- People with limited walking/ movement abilities

- People with visual impairment or low vision

- People with hearing impairment

- Elderly and infirm persons

- Pregnant ladies

- Children

- People with temporary disabilities

Barriers make an environment unsafe and cause a high level 
of difficulty to the user. But more importantly, barriers cause 
space to be out of reach, denying people the opportunity 
of participation in various spheres of life. This ranges from 
education, economic, social, and cultural and may be other 
activities. This loss of opportunity is not only a loss for the 
person concerned but also society’s loss, which misses out 
on their contribution. Simply put, a barrier causes exclusion 
and its removal is necessary for ensuring inclusion and 
participation of all in society.

Today accessibility for all is recognized as a basic necessity 
and there are attempts all over the world to ensure this. 
Barrier-free features are now becoming fundamental to 
all design concepts. These help: to reach: ramps, to enter: 
entrances, to move around: corridors, elevators, stairs and 
signage, to use: doors, toilets, operating mechanisms and 
fixed features.4

1.6 - Why is it necessary to remove barriers?

Barriers make an environment unsafe and cause a high level 
of difficulty to the user. But more importantly, barriers cause 
spaces to be out of reach, denying people the opportunity 
of participation in various spheres of life. This ranges from 
education, economic, social, and cultural and many other 
activities. This loss of opportunity is not only a loss for the 
person concerned but also society’s loss which misses out 
on their contribution. Simply put, a barrier causes exclusion 
and its removal is necessary for ensuring inclusion and 
participation of all in society.

The disabled need a barrier free environment, to have a 
semblance of equality with able bodied people. Census 
2001 revealed that over 21 million people in India suffer 
from one of the five disabilities -visual, movement, speech, 
mental and hearing.5, United Nations Convention on Rights 
of persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD), 2008 articulates 
provisions for a completely accessible and barrier free 
environment for persons with disabilities. India is a signatory 
to this convention and has declared a vision to implement 
all provisions by 2025.Adequate progress has been made on 
the front of formulation of policies. Translation of policies 
into actual provisions remains to be seen. An access audit of 
buildings belonging to the central government was carried 
out by Samarthyam, an independent organization appointed 
by the Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD). The audit 
show a wide gap between what’s desired and what actually 
exists on ground. Another reality check is necessary to gauge 
the level of commitment that various government agencies 
have demonstrated in the pursuit of the declared vision. 
Providing equal access removes discrimination and protects 
human rights. An accessible built environment provides 
the opportunity for all people to fully participate in and 
contribute to their families, communities, and society. Equal 
access offers individuals the occasion to improve the quality 
of life and standard of living for themselves, their families, 
and other people in the world. Finally, providing equal access 
is required, to varying degrees, in order to meet applicable 
building codes, accessibility standards, and accessibility 
guidelines. 6

CHAPTER 2. RELEVANCE
2.1 - OBJECTIVE

• The foremost aim is to understand why barriers are such 
prominent elements of the today’s world and why do 
they impact humans on such a large scale.

• The research aim is to study the multitude of expressions 
that a barrier can possess.

• Deciding factors associated with the function of a person 
which lead to the evolution of the design of barriers will 
be studied.
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• The objective of this dissertation is to assist the reader in 
rethinking the concept of barriers and their appropriate 
application in different situations.

2.2 - NEED IDENTIFICATION
Nowadays, contemporary cities appeared to have turned 
into aggregations of isolated spaces disconnected from each 
other because of the unrestrained use of barriers. There is a 
need to understand their impact on the urban environment, 
as it the crucial point of concern.

Since, the study of nature of people facing barriers is 
necessary, it is also important to know the relation between 
environments and how the person deal with it. There is a 
need for exploration of the multitude of possible forms of 
barriers and their solutions.

A thoughtfully designed environment can certainly add a lot 
of value to the city life and can make it more enjoyable.

CHAPTER 3. SURVEy ANALySIS
3.1 - THE COUNT
3.1.1 - CENSUS 2011
As per the Census 2011,

• In India out of the 121 Cr population, 2.68 Cr persons are 
‘disabled’ which is 2.21% of the total population.

Population, India 2011 Disabled persons, , India 2011

Persons Males Females Persons Males Females

121.08 Cr 62.32 Cr 58.76Cr 2.68 Cr 1.5 Cr 1.18 Cr

• Among the disabled population 56% (1.5 Cr) are males 
and 44% (1.18 Cr) are females. In the total population, the 
male and female population are 51% and 49% respectively.

• Majority (69%) of the disabled population resided in 
rural areas (1.86 Cr disabled persons in rural areas and 
0.81 Cr in urban areas). In the case of total population 
also, 69% are from rural areas while the remaining 31% 
resided in urban areas.

• The percentage of disabled population among males 
and females are 2.41% and 2.01% respectively. At all 
India level as well as disaggregated by various social 
groups, the proportion of disabled in the corresponding 
population is higher for males than females.

Proportion of disabled population by Social Groups in India - Census, 
2011

Social Group Persons Males Females

Total 2.21 2.41 2.01

SC 2.45 2.68 2.2

ST 2.05 2.18 1.92

Other than SC/ ST 2.18 2.37 1.98

• During 2001 – 2011, an increase in the number of 
disabled persons was observed both in rural and urban 
areas and also among males and females. The share of 
disabled persons in the total population, as well as in 
the male and female population also increased during 
this period.

• The percentage of disabled to the total population 
increased from 2.13% in 2001 to 2.21% in 2011. In rural 
areas, the increase was from 2.21% in 2001 to 2.24% in 
2011 whereas, in urban areas, it increased from 1.93% to 
2.17% during this period. The same trend was observed 
among males and females during this period.

• The percentage decadal change in disabled population 
during 2001 -2011 is 22.4, whereas for the total 
population, the percentage decadal change is 17.7. 7

3.2 - TyPES OF DISABILITIES
The Census 2011 revealed that,

• In India, 20% of the disabled persons are having 
disability in movement, 19% are with disability in seeing, 
and another 19 % are with disability in hearing. 8% has 
multiple disabilities.

• Males are more in number among the affected for all 
the types of disability.

• Among the male disabled, 22% are having disability in 
movement, 18% each has disability in seeing/ in hearing 
while 8% of them suffered from multiple disability. In 
the case of the female disabled, 20% each has disability 
in seeing / in hearing, 18% has disability in movement 
and 8% of them are having multiple disability. 7

CHAPTER 4. PROPOSAL OF RAILWAy STATION – JODHPUR
In order to provide better accessibility to Persons with 
Disabilities, short term facilities as detailed below have been 
planned at the station :-

The areas marked from blue area the proposed areas which 
are for the accessibility of disabled.

• The platforms have one row of dotted guiding blocks for 
persons with impaired vision.

• Lifts are proposed at every platform according to the 
dimensions of movement of wheelchair which can 
increase the accessibility for disabled people.

• A toilet according to the anthropometrics of physically 
challenged people is provided at the first platform.

• Ramps for the entrance in railway station is present at 
the front gate.

• 2 escalators are present on the front and back entrance 
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which can be modified if a wheelchair has to be taken to 
the walking bridge.

• The battery operated cars booth is provided at the 
starting entrance which can carry the old people who 
face difficulty in walking.

• A booth for hiring wheelchairs is also provided at the 
entrance which can carry the people inside the station.

CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
It has been found that there are multiple determinants for 
the physical design of a barrier. These arise from and vary 
according to the urban conditions particular to a space in 
the city. Barrier design must not be considered a universal 
process.

• The nature of the barrier always differs from place to 
place. The solution provided may vary depending upon 
the height and materiality of the barrier.

• The design is always flexible in use: accommodates a 
wide range of individual preferences and abilities.

• The solution provided are simple and intuitive use: 
easy to understand regardless of the user’s experience, 
knowledge, language skills, or current concentration 
level.

• Easy perceptible information: communicates necessary 
information effectively to the user, regardless of ambient 
conditions or the user’s sensory abilities.

• Always designed according to low physical effort: can be 
used effectively and comfortably and with a minimum 
of fatigue.

• Consideration of size and space: appropriate size and 
space is provided for approach, reach, manipulation 
and use, regardless of the user’s body size, posture or 
mobility.

• The norms have to consider specifically, according to the 
proper dimensions.
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Figure 4 Proposal plan for Railway Station
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Avani, Chakauri, Uttarakhand
- Make in Rural India... Makaing it Happen

A sincere attempt is being made here to express about the 
experiential learning which I’ve undergone not as a student per 
se but more so as an observer leading to helping me study forms 
and their functions, masses enclosing spaces, the relevance of 
landscape architecture by observing that the orientation of 
the building being in sync with the meteorological data, use 
of intelligent solar penetration solutions coupled with solar 
restriction during summer by way of planting trees on the 
south & south-west sides amongst other salient features, all 
summed up to create the desired experience for the journal’s 
avid and discerning readers.  

India over the coming half century will make a historic 
transition from a largely rural and agrarian society to the one 
that is predominantly urban yet retaining the social fabric 
embedded with values nurtured and handed over through five 
thousand years of civilisation known to have co-existed with nature on the Indian sub-continent. The challenge for young 

architects in the next two decades will be to cope with India’s 
massive urbanisation envisaged by the incumbent government 
while making the rural hinterland more accessible to civic 
amenities and electricity, and therefore sustainable leading 
to a vibrant socio-economic environment enriched through 
the arts and by  embracing the elements of vernacular and 
landscape architecture to its fullest.

Fig#2: Staggered Building structure constructed using locally quarried 
stone with pitched sloping roof overhang

Fig#1: Avani's inconspicuous entrance gets easily missed while driving 
through the precipitous slopes and curves on the picturesque Chakori - 
Berinag Road in Pithoragarh district (part of Kumaon) of Uttarakhand

Fig#3: 40 mm thick 2' x 2' Glass panels are strategically embedded into the 
ceiling to rein in maximum available sunlight for the vegetable dye making 
& fabric dyeing areas located below
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Harnessing renewable energy and energy savings have become 
of ever increasing significance as issues of sustainability 
and diminishing natural resources take centre stage in the 
twenty first century. The challenge for young architects is 
to cope up with India's urbanization along with making our 
rural hinterland livable, secure and sustainable and provide 
a vibrant socio-economic environment that not only nurtures 
but also encourages innovation through art and sustainable 
architecture, landscaping and landscape detailing. 

Captured herein through the eyes and camera is the pristine 
essence of such a self-sustaining endeavor of Rajnish & 
Rashmibharti Jains from Almora in Uttranchal. Their exemplary 
vision coupled with over a decade of sheer hard work in 
the ardent mountainous terrains of Pithoragarh district of 
Uttarakhand has brought electricity, livelihood, education and 
therefore smiles into over 600 homes at over 7000 feet above 
sea level.

Here, one sees a complete integration of the three basic 
elements of light, air and water into the built environment 
so carefully conceptualized on the steep hilly slopes. Avani 
teaches, educates and emancipates while disseminating 
appropriate technology in these far & distant hilly areas 
and by adapting green architecture principles into its slowly 
expanding built form. It is evident that the idea conceptualized 
in the form of a design, has now become a material reality on 
the site through the medium of landscape detail.

At Avani which is located near Chakoudi, Tehsil Berinag, in 
Pithoragarh district of Kumaon, Uttranchal, on the picturesque 
Kathgodham to Munshyari Road, young women are not only 
taught to assemble Solar panels, but also carry out wave 
soldering to assemble solar lanterns. Their effortless handling 
of drilling, plate bending and metal cutting machines can easily 
put a batch of ITI students from any Tier 2 & 3 cities of India 
in awe of these young women. The centre itself generates 19 
KW of electricity from dried pine leaves a.k.a. needles and 
9 KW from Solar panels fixed on roofs of its various activity 
centres to help light up 600 tribal homes directly as the Central 

Power grid is non-existent. The built form produced is intricate 
yet strong in its resolution and execution, an art form for 
combining materials which are locally sourced, and ideas and 
meanings which are simultaneously poetic and pragmatic.

Carefully scattered geodesic dome shaped vaulted structures 
over the stepped site house various activity centres like a 
school for employee’s children amongst many. The internal 
walls of the school dome have got a white textured finish 
over the mud plaster and the floor is maroon matt mosaic.  
Attention to user and site specific detail has been incorporated 
into the structure. For example, the windows are all clerestory 
which provides visual block to the outside play spaces 
increasing the concentration power for the students and at 
the same time bringing in sufficient light and air. The domed 
structure amplifies sound for better acoustics. The classrooms 
are visualized as flexible play spaces where more than the 
curriculum education, students learn to explore their talents, 
their skills and at the same time learn the basics to be able to 
cope up with the outside world.

In the main structure, the contact point for the stilts of 
cantilevered block has been reduced to half by using common 

Fig#4: Activity zones are located in geodesic dome shaped vaulted 
structures that act as rain water collectors which in turn is then stored in 
to underground tanks constructed underneath for activities ranging from 
dyeing & cooking to agriculture.

Fig#5: Solar Photo Votaic Modules mounted atop the sloping roofs of its 
various activity zones generates 3KW power every day. Enough to light up 
the centre's various commercial activity

Fig#6: A Kindergarten class in progress inside a geodesic domed activity 
structure for the children of local women employed at the centre. The naturally 
amplified acoustics far outweigh the slight disadvantage experienced in 
designing furniture & fixtures for an interior with no straight lines
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foundation for a pair of columns. The dug out earth for the 
subterranean block has been compressed and re used to make 
the mud blocks as infill. Steel was chosen over bamboo as 
primary structural material due to its flexibility and recyclability 
and a longer life expectancy.

Over 600 families spread across four such centres collect 
various plant materials & forest produce like Aritha (Sapindus 
Laurifolia), Marigold flower, Madder, Walnut fruits, Myrobolan 
& Eupetorium for use in extraction of vegetable dyes which 
are manufactured under stringent ISO standards to meet the 
export guidelines.

The centre's spinning, weaving, dyeing & stitching centre 
engages over 100 women from the surrounding villages 
to make much sought after shawls, stoles, jackets, durries, 
cushion covers and even carpets for the principal cities of India.

The finished product is hand spun, hand woven, naturally 
dyed, made by local artisans and most importantly made out of 
locally available raw materials using electricity produced from 
non-conventional bio-fuels within the Centre. Dried Pine Tree 
leaves also known as needles are found in abundance on the 
surrounding forest floor. These leaves are rich in eucalyptus oil 

and therefore bear a very high pH value resulting in nothing 
growing below it wherever it falls. This is used as the main 
fodder and fuel to run a steam distiller leading to generation 
of electricity. Integration can never be better defined than this.

Although located in a high rainfall area, due to lack of catchment 
areas on steep mountain slopes, the centre has evolved its own 
indigenous rain water harvesting system and annually collects 
over 3 Lakh Litres of roof run-off rain water which is stored in 
tanks located below their various geodesic activity domes and 
the main building. The effluents from water used in dye vats 
also gets treated through an indigenously designed soak pit 
before being re-used in the plantation that grows vegetables 

Fig#7: Dried pine leaves (needles) found in abundance on the forest floor and 
which are rich in eucalyptus oil and bear an acidic pH nature is the main fodder.

Fig#8: An indigenously fabricated steam distiller is used for generating 9 KW 
of electricity to augment the smooth running of various electrically operated 
industrial devices

Fig#10: Young women learn to solder & assemble solar lanterns which are 
then sold to the nearby villagers

Fig#9: Author's family with Rashmibharti Jain in the dyeing unit
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and spuds (pahadi aloo) for their staff canteen. Avani has 
greatly contributed in reviving the weaving skills of the locals 
and thus helped establish a sustainable livelihood base.

The landscape is made into a living entity that is constantly 
evolving. The plants form only one of the elements of the 
material palette, besides encompassing the built form, ecology, 
planning and the arts making the outdoors more functional for 
its user to interact, communicate and traverse through the 
many levels of activity units like, stitching, assembly, dyeing, 
washing and finally the open plot of cultivable land. Pavings 
along the way have made the space more inviting creating a 
first good impression on to the visitor. The sense of touch has 
been heightened by adding various visual textures like stone 
cladding, tactile texture and foliage to the space. From a fragrant 
garden to a burst of colours, from screening to revealing, from 
enhancing the taste buds to providing a remedy, here plants 
have been used in various permutations and combinations to 
make the outdoors interesting and alluring enough to keep the 
employees motivated throughout the day. Water as a still and 
reflective element in the landscape, transforms the nature of 
the landscape itself while flowing between various geodesic 
domes located at different heights and through the textile 
dyeing vats which in turn helps the micro-climate of the space.

Landscaping -of the site has played an important element in 
altering the microclimate of the place by allowing interaction 
between the building orientations, leading to considerable 
energy conservation in Avani’s Centre. Intelligent use of plants 

for summer shading is visible by planting deciduous trees on 
the South and West of the structure and English Ivy creeping 
onto the dome walls.  Glass panels of size 2 feet x 2 feet and 
40mm thick are strategically embedded into the ceiling of 
the main structure to rein in maximum available sunlight. 
Proper landscaping using locally growing trees like Silver Oak 
(Grevillea robusta ), Sisam (Dalbergia sissoo), Pine and Cedar 
trees has helped reduce direct sun from striking and heating 
up the building surfaces. For a site located at an altitude of 
over 6000 feet on the steep slopes of the Kumaon Himalayas, 
trees prevent airflow patterns and help divert the wind 
advantageously by causing a pressure difference. Additionally, 
the shade created by trees and the effect of grass and scrubs 
reduce air temperatures adjoining the building and assist in 
evaporative cooling. This helps to modify summer and winter 
temperatures, leading to improved comfort for people working 
indoors and savings in valuable energy.

A natural synergy therefore co-exists between the use of 
appropriate technology and the means of livelihood which has 
fueled more income leading to easier acceptance to such eco-
friendly technologies.

Here lies an example of integrated yet open architecture 
of identifying, creating and then nurturing a village based 
enterprise, supported with elements of vernacular architecture 
that has now emerged as a self sustainable entity and has 
helped slowdown the migration of the hill people to the plains 
in search of better living standards.

"AVANI" which means "Bhoomi" or land is where the complete 
integration of the Architect, the Engineer, the Artist and the 
Artisan is experienced.

Fig#11: Hand operated Weaving Loom

Fig#12: Quality control using available sunlight
Fig#13: Micro irrigation techniques like drip irrigation is being practiced to 
supply treated water into a 12mx37m green patch
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IIA MERIT AWARD
The IIA Merit Award is an opportunity for the students to receive recognition for their achievements. The award is designed to 
encourage students to clear all the four parts of IIA scheme of examination-2004 in their first attempt. The awardees are given 
a certificate and cash prize of Rs.10,000/- by the President,IIA. Here are some of the students who have been honoured for the 
IIA Merit Awards in the past. Remaining awardees will be recognised in the forthcoming issues of the Journal.

Ar Pooja Gupta Pipersaniya - Email: rmjabalpur@gmail.com

Ar Pooja Gupta Pipersaniya is a strong believer in the ability of the architecture and research combined with 
design thinking for strengthening our societies and having a positive effect on the world. She has completed her 
graduation in architecture from IIA, Mumbai in 2012 (IIA Merit award, NATCON 2012, Raipur) and post graduate 
diploma in urban planning & development from IGNOU, New Delhi in 2015. She has rich experience in exterior 
and interior architectural projects. Recently, she has provided significant contribution in the street rejuvenation 
work of 12 Metro Rail stations in Hyderabad.

Ar Varun Saini - Email: archivarun@gmail.com

Ar Varun Saini is a practising Landscape Architect and Post Graduate in Masters of Landscape Architecture 
from School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi (2017). He has obtained Post Graduate Diploma in Urban 
Planning and Development (2018) And Post Graduate Diploma in Environment and Sustainable Development 
(2019) from IGNOU. He is graduate from The Indian Institute of Architects, Navi Mumbai (2013). He was awarded 
Merit Award Certificate from IIA at IIA Natcon-2013 in Chennai, Tamilnadu. He was formerly Social Secretary for 
Post Graduate Student Council in School of Planning and Architecture, New Delhi (2016-2017). Currently he is 
the Partner of Sthapatya Integrity (Landscape firm) at Delhi. He has keen interest in Herbal Landscapes, Modern 
Architecture and Landscape Ecology

Ar Sapna Gautam - Email: sapnagautam5@gmail.com

Ar Sapna Gautam graduate from AIIA Mumbai in 2014. She is highly organised and efficient individual who’s 
thought precise approach to project has yielded excellent result a highly ambitious designer with hopes of 
improving issues through design. Currently she is working with Renascent Consultant Pvt. Ltd. Delhi. She has 
received the Merit Award Certificate from IIA in Natcon- 2014 Mumbai. She also got the Pidilite Award for the 
excellence of architectural studies in year 2008 in Diploma from Meerabai Institute of Technology.

Ar Naveen Kumar  - Email: nvnkumarthakur@gmail.com

Ar Naveen Kumar who graduated from Indian Institute of Architects was awarded Certificate of Merit by AIIA 
in IIA Natcon-2013 in Chennai, Tamilnadu. He is a very brilliant Architect with innovative thinking and ability to 
understand and explain complex building concepts and processes with meticulous clarity. In a short span of time 
he has achieved a strong client satisfaction record across a wide variety of residential and educational projects.

Ar Shikha Sharma - Email: shikhasharma306@gmail.com

Ar Shikha Sharma has attained her graduate from Indian Institute of Architects. She has completed her Post-
graduation Diploma in Urban Planning. She got Merit Award certificate from IIA in IIA Natcon 2015 in Kolkata, 
West Bengal. She has around 9 years of experience in the field of Architecture, Interior Designing & Retail and 
she has handled various projects like Group Housings, Residences, Farm Houses, Private Bungalow, Hotels, 
Commercial Complex, Restaurants, Cafe, Samsung outlets from planning to completion. Presently, she is working 
as an Architect at Sapras Architects, Delhi.

Ar Priyanka Verma - Email: verma.priyanka200991@gmail.com

Ar Priyanka Verma graduated from The Indian Institute of Architects in 2018 and received the meritorious award 
& merit certificate for clearing B. ARCH. in the 1st attempt.  She also received award for Excellence for securing 
1st position in academic batch 2009-2012. She worked in firms like Thareja Designers & Pvt. Ltd., Gian P Mathur 
& Associates and currently working as an architect in Space Combine Associates.

 Ar Bharti Rajpoot - Email: bhartirajpoot13@gmail.com

Ar Bharti Rajpoot completed her bachelors in the year 2015 from The Indian Institute of Architects and there 
was no looking back since then. She is currently working as a Project Manager in a Multinational Company which 
deals in the complete documentation of high end International Projects. She would like to thank all the guides 
especially Sir Ar. Rommel Mehta who helped her out in reaching the finish line of IIA.
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LOGO COMPETITION LAUNCH - UNESCO-UIA  
WORLD CAPITAL OF ARCHITECTURE

The UIA is launching a competition for the UNESCO-UIA 
World Capital of Architecture logo.

The World Capital of Architecture is a new triennial pro-
gramme launched by UNESCO and the UIA, whereby the 
two organisations will designate cities hosting the UIA World 
Congress of Architects as World Capitals of Architecture for 
a period of 1 year. The city designated as World Capital of 
Architecture will become a global forum for discussing the 
pressing challenges facing our world, through the prisms of 
culture, heritage, urban planning and architecture. UNES-
CO, the UIA and local institutions will organise activities and 
events to promote projects that will involve not only archi-
tects and urban planners, but professionals from all other 
related sectors, including artists, writers, policy makers, and 
social institutions. 

The overriding objective of the World Capital of Architecture 
initiative is for designated cities to style themselves as open 
and creative spaces to discuss, exchange and seek solutions 
to the urban dilemma.

More information about the World Capital of Architecture.

The winning logo will be used all around the world for the 
World Capital of Architecture programme branding. While 
a new World Capital of Architecture is nominated every 3 
years, the programme logo stays the same.

...And we want that logo to be designed by YOU!

ELIGIBILITy
This competition is open to anyone. Submissions can be 
made as an individual or as a team.

TIME
Launch – Wednesday 6 February 2019

Deadline – All projects must be submitted online 
via the competition platform by 18:00 Central Eu-
ropean Time, Tuesday, 30 April 2019

Results – The winning project will be announced 
on Monday, 27 May 2019

FOR REGISTRATION, PLEASE VISIT :-  
https://uia.awardsplatform.com

UIA - INTERNATIONAL UNION OF ARCHITECTS
E-mail: news@uia-architectes.org   |  Website: www.uia-architectes.org

UIA International Forum on Tourism in Historic Cities at BAKU, Azerbaijan 
from 7th to 9th June 2019 

followed by 

UIA Mini General Assembly & UIA Council Meeting 
on 10th & 11th June 2019.

For Details visit: UIA2019baku.org/en/
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ADVERTORIAL

Patch Fittings, a very essential component of Glass Hardware, one that helps to fully define the system by its mere presence. 
Patch fittings by Hettich is an impressive ensemble of a wide variety completing the design needs of glass assemblies. The idea 
is to incorporate a fusion of a collaboration of creative design options with exceptional and sound technology.

All Hettich fittings are based on a technical savvy system with the patch fittings running in a variety of top patch, bottom Patch, 
over panel patch, over panel side patch, overpanel patch with fixing plate,corner patch lock, Centre patch lock, counter lock 
for Centre patch lock.

The skilled craftsmanship employed in the range coupled with superior quality guarantees a long servicelife and lasting 
excellence. These patch fittings are suitable for 8 to 12mm glass thickness with elegant stainless steel finish. The variants 

in the overpanel patch fittings like top 
patch, patch locksolutions and bottom patch 
provide easily for assorted arrangements 
with corner fittings for different angles. The 
overpanel patch is used in case of glass to 
glass connector without sidepanel. The 
overpanel side patch caters to glass to glass 
connection with side panel whereas the top 
patch with fixing plate appropriates to wall/
wood to glass connection.

If we focus on patch lock solutions, a 
glimpse at the assortment of Corner patch 
lock, Centre patch lock and counter lock for 
Centre patch lock complete our search for 
the range once for all. The system completely 
complies with single door and double door 
with overpanel and sidepanel in different 
arrangements to suit all possible divergent 

needs.

The patch locks by Hettich complete and 
reinterpret the definition of visual luxury 
backed by technical prowess.                                                                                                  

Glass Patch fittings by Hettich

Single door with Overpanel on top

}  1 Overpanel Patch with fixing plate  
}  1 Top Patch 
}  1 Bottom Patch 
}  1 Patch Lock 

 }  2 Overpanel Patch 
       with fixing plate   
}  2 Top Patch 
}  2 Bottom Patch
}  2 Patch Lock

PUArticle No.

Double door with Overpanel on Top Patch set 

Bottom Patch 

Corner Patch Lock

Overpanel Patch with fixing plate   

Top Patch 

Pc

Pc

Set

Pc

Pc

9 228 265

9 228 269

9 228 275

9 228 266 01

01

01

01

01

Centre Patch Lock Counter Lock for 
Centre Patch Lock

• 1 Overpanel Patch with fixing plate
• 1 Top Patch
• 1 Bottom Patch
• 1 Patch Lock

•  1 Overpanel Patch
•  1 Connector for Overpanel / Sidepanel
•  1 Bottom Patch
•  1 Top Patch
•  1 Patch Lock

• 2 Overpanel Patch with fixing plate
• 2 Top Patch
• 2 Bottom Patch
• 2 Patch Lock

Single door with Overpanel on top Single door with Overpanel & Sidelight

Double door with Overpanel on top
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